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Abstract
This paper presents results from a project on phonetic convergence in German spontaneous speech. We used linear mixed
models to examine 22 unimodal and 24 multimodal dialogs for
articulation rate. We show that speakers’ local articulation rates
are influenced by the preceding rates of their interlocutors, and
that the direction of this influence (i.e., divergence or convergence) depends on social factors, viz. interactants’ mutual likeability scores. More specifically, we found that in general there
was a “default” effect of divergence in articulation rates which
was not mediated by social factors. However, this effect was
weakened or reversed for higher mutual liking scores, i.e. the
degree of convergence increased with the liking scores. Furthermore, while it has recently been suggested that convergence
may be enhanced in multimodal settings, we did not find an effect of modality on convergence. However, there was an effect
of modality on articulation rate in general.
Index Terms: phonetic convergence, accommodation, alignment, entrainment, articulation rate, social factors

1. Introduction
Convergence is the process of accommodating one’s style of
speech to that of an interlocutor in a way that it becomes more
similar to the interlocutor’s style. A related phenomenon is phonetic imitation, where speakers become more similar to the style
of speech of a pre-recorded “model talker”. Presumably, the
same processes are at work in both cases, however, in the case
of imitation, there is no personal interaction between the model
talker and the speaker. There is an increasing number of recent studies investigating convergence or imitation using either
(i) phonetic measures such as vowel formants [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],
vowel duration [1], voice onset time [7], articulation rate [5, 8],
keyword duration [6], pitch [8], or spectral amplitude envelopes
[9] or (ii) perceptual similarity as rated by independent listeners
(e.g. [10, 11, 12]) or (iii) both phonetic measures and perceptual similarity (e.g. [7, 4, 5, 6]). However, there seem to be no
consistent findings as for which phonetic features are affected
in convergence. For instance, studies investigating similar research questions by way of different measures of convergence
may come to different conclusions (e.g. [10] find an effect of
gender on convergence using perceptual measures, while [9]
using spectral amplitude envelopes finds no effect of gender).
Also, studies investigating convergence using several measures
may find convergence only with respect to some of these measures (e.g. [5] find perceptual convergence but not convergence
with respect to articulation rate, and inconsistent behavior with
respect to vowel formants). The current project aims at establishing which inventory of phonetic parameters can be affected
in accommodation in general, and at investigating how consistently they are affected across speakers.
The present paper describes results obtained for one of the

first parameters investigated in our project, viz. articulation rate,
henceforth AR. AR has been shown to be subject to convergence already in early studies in the field [13, 14]. Interestingly,
more recent studies looking at AR present results contradicting
or at least relativizing these early results: as mentioned above,
[5] find convergence with respect to perceptual similarity, but
not with respect to AR, while [8] report convergence with respect to AR at session level, i.e. when calculating differences
in rates over complete dialogs. However, effects on AR at turn
level, i.e. when calculating differences turn-by-turn, fall below
[8]’s required confidence threshold.
Thus the present experiment may shed more light on the
role of AR in convergence. In addition, we extend these recent
studies by taking social aspects into account. Our method is
similar to the method first proposed by [15] for assessing convergence of turn-taking behavior. They calculated linear regression models using partner’s past parameters as predictors. Similarly, [16] used linear regression in investigating not AR but
other temporal parameters. He predicted participants’ mutual
attractiveness and competence scores. We adopt aspects of both
[15] and [16]; however, we make use of linear mixed models
[17] instead of traditional linear regression because they allow
us to factor out random sources of variation such as speakerspecific effects. Also, we use social scores as a predictor rather
than as the dependent variable.

2. Data
2.1. Data collection
We collected a corpus of 46 spontaneous conversations between
female German speakers on topics of their choice. Each dialog
lasted approx. 25 minutes. Participants wore head-set microphones while talking to each other in a sound-attenuated booth.
We recorded the dialogs first in a unimodal (UM) and later in
a multimodal (MM) condition. In the UM setting, participants
could not see each other during the conversation. In the MM
setting, participants could see each other through a transparent screen. We had 12 speakers in the UM condition, and 7 of
them agreed to return for the MM condition. One additional
speaker was recruited for the MM condition. We have 22 dialogs (approx. 10.3 hours of dialog) in the UM condition and
24 (approx. 10.5 hours) in the MM condition (cf. Table 1).
2.2. Social factors
It is well accepted that accommodation in speech is related to
social factors [18, 19, 20, 16, 6]. For instance, [16] correlated
the degree of convergence with speakers’ mutual ratings of social attractiveness and competence. To cater for such social factors in the present database, speakers rated their conversational
partner (in terms of likeability and competence) after each conversation by filling in a questionnaire. In this paper, we only
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unimodal
dial.
#
A-C
5
A-K 23
B-A
8
B-M 18
C-E
18
C-F
12
D-G 12
D-L
18
E-I
31
E-J
26

unimodal
dial.
#
F-E
16
F-J
13
G-B
7
G-L
10
J-D
39
J-I
26
K-C
15
K-F
12
L-B
17
L-M 26
M-A
6
M-K 36

multimodal
dial.
#
A-C
17
A-K
12
A-M
16
C-D
17
C-H
11
C-M
20
D-A
12
D-F
2
D-J
20
F-A
14
F-C
6
F-K
3

multimodal
dial.
#
H-D
24
H-F
12
H-J
22
J-A
20
J-F
10
J-K
21
K-C
14
K-H
24
K-M
24
M-D
14
M-H
30
M-J
29

Table 1: Number of “long turns” per dialog. Each capital letter
represents a speaker.

Time [s]

Figure 1: AR profiles for dialog A-K from the UM condition.
Rates are assumed to be constant until the next long turn.

assess the influence of the likeability scores. We captured mutual liking by four items in the questionnaires. Participants were
asked how likeable (“sympathisch”), friendly(“freundlich”), socially attractive (“sozial”), and relaxed (“locker”) they found
their partner on a 5-point Likert scale. We transformed the values to integers from -2 to +2. We added these values to obtain
a composite score for overall likeability. Even though negative
scores were rare in this experiment, this composite exhibits reasonable variation (it ranges from -2 to 8).
2.3. Parameter extraction
The recordings were automatically annotated on the segment,
syllable, and word levels by forced alignment based on manually generated transliterations of the dialogs [21].
We extracted ARs turn-by-turn, defining turns as intervals
of speech of a speaker with no intervening pauses of longer than
0.5 seconds. For each turn, we calculated its AR as the number
of syllables divided by vocalization time, i.e. durations of turninternal pauses were subtracted.
AR(turn) =

#syllables(turn)
duration(turn)-pauses

(1)

The dialogs contain many very short turns, some of them
backchannels such as “okay” or “u-hum”, some of them short
answers to very specific questions such as a German version
of an exchange like “What do you study?” – “English.” We
wanted to avoid comparing such short turns to longer conversational turns. In shorter turns, AR would be affected to a greater
extent by phrase-final lengthening. We therefore excluded all
turns shorter than a certain threshold. We set this threshold to 7
seconds because this still left at least one observation for each
speaker after excluding some observations for reasons described
below. We will refer to the turns remaining in the analysis as
“long turns” for the rest of this paper.
To assess the dynamics of the accommodation of ARs, we
temporally associated each long turn’s AR with the end of the
turn. We then assumed that the AR remains constant until the
next long turn. This reflects the idea that shorter turns do not
cause the partner to re-assess her impression of the speaker’s
current AR. We thus receive rate profiles across dialogs for both
speakers. These profiles provide the AR of each speaker’s preceding long turn for any point in time in the dialog. The profiles

for the dialog between speakers A and K in the MM condition
are indicated as an example in Fig. 1. The dots indicate the ends
of long turns; the rates remain constant until the next dot. For
instance, the first long turn of speaker A ended at around 214
seconds (the first black dot at the beginning of the solid black
line). At that time, K had already produced 5 long turns (the
first 5 open red dots connected by the red dashed line). The AR
of K’s immediately preceding long turn is indicated by the red
dashed line at the point where the first black dot occurs. We extracted speakers’ ARs along with their partners’ preceding rates
for the end of every long turn in our data, i.e. in the A-K dialog
for each of the dots indicated in Fig. 1.
In the example dialog, speaker A then produced her second
long turn at approx. 236 seconds, before K produced another
long turn (the second dot on the black solid line occurs before
the next open red dot on the red dashed line, so the value for K’s
preceding rate is still the same (approx. 6.2). We do not want to
take into account such observations because we assume that A’s
first long turn is more likely to be correlated with K’s preceding
rate than A’s second long turn, as A’s first long turn is intervening between the two. We therefore excluded all observations
in which the partner’s preceding long turn was still the same.
Similarly, we excluded all observations for which we could not
estimate the partner’s preceding AR. In Fig. 1, this would apply
to all of K’s long turns which were produced before A produced
her first long turn at around 214 seconds.
This procedure yielded 788 observations. Table 1 lists the
number of observations for each dialog. Each extracted observation consists of a point in time in the dialog (henceforth
time), the associated AR (artrate), and the partner’s preceding
AR (prec.rate). We added as factors for each observation an ID
for the dialog (dialog), the speaker (speaker), the partner (partner), the condition (UM or MM, modality), and the speaker’s
likeability score for the partner (liking). In the following statistical analysis, dialog, speaker, partner, and session are treated
as categorical variables, all other variables as continuous.

3. Statistical analysis
3.1. Convergence and social factors
We used R [22] and the lme4 package [17] to analyze our
data by way of linear mixed models. We follow [15] and test
for convergence by using partners’ preceding AR to predict a
speaker’s current rate: if speakers converge, the partner’s pre-

Parameter
Intercept
liking
prec.rate
liking:prec.rate

Estimate
8.1460
-0.3024
-0.3807
0.0466

lower
7.1139
-0.4373
-0.5175
0.0215

upper
8.9882
-0.1499
-0.2153
0.0690

p
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002

Table 2: Estimated Highest Posterior Density (HPD) intervals
for the fixed effects. The columns indicate the fixed effects parameters, their estimates, the lower and upper bounds for the
HPD 95% intervals, and the associated p-values.

ceding rate should be a good predictor of the speaker’s current
rate. Thus, speakers’ AR (artrate) is the dependent variable,
and the partners’ preceding rate (prec.rate) is a fixed effect. As
we are interested in the interference of the likeability scores,
liking is included as a fixed effect as well. If the degree of convergence depends on liking, we would expect an interaction between prec.rate and liking: speakers would adapt differently to
the preceding rates depending on whether they like their partner
or not. As for random effects, we included dialog, speaker, and
partner as possible random factors. The model is indicated in
Equation (2). Fixed effects are indicated on the right-hand side
in the first line of the equation. The random effects are indicated
in the second line; for instance, (1|dialog) is the random effect
notation for the factor dialog.
artrate ∼liking + prec.rate + liking * prec.rate
+ (1|dialog) + (1|speaker) + (1|partner)

(2)

After fitting the model, we assessed the significance of the
effects by Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling, as recommended by [23]. To this end, we used the languageR package
[24] to estimate Highest Posterior Density (HPD) intervals and
the associated p-values. The results are presented in Table 2.
There is a line for each fixed effect. The columns list its estimated value (“Estimate”), the estimated HPD 95% confidence
interval (“lower” is its lower bound, “upper” the upper bound),
and the p-value.1
As indicated in Table 2, the intercept of the model corresponds to an AR of 8.1460 syllables per second. This is
much higher than the average AR in all long turns (which
was approx. 5.9). This is because the main effects liking and
prec.rate have negative coefficients, i.e. with increased liking
and prec.rate, artrate decreases. Therefore the intercept, which
is the AR expected for a liking score of 0 and a (theoretical)
preceding rate of 0, must be higher than the observed mean.
More importantly, both liking and prec.rate had highly significant effects (p0.01). Liking lowered artrate by 0.3024
times the liking score; as liking ranged between -2 and +8,
this would correspond to changes in artrate between slightly
increasing it (-2*-0.3024≈0.6) and lowering it (8*-0.3024≈2.4).2 However, prec.rate also has a lowering effect (the co1 Since we will consider several linear mixed models below, we
adopt a significance level of 0.01 in the following. However, the
languageR package only outputs the HPD 95% interval but not the
99% interval. As we are mostly interested in the estimated coefficients
and their p-values in this experiment and less interested in the exact
range of the HPD interval, we still include the intervals as we consider
them informative, however, readers should be aware that the intervals
would be slightly greater for 99% than for 95%.
2 This effect could be due to subjects speaking slower when feeling
more at ease with a partner they like; but a more thorough investigation
of possible causes is beyond the scope of this paper.

efficient was -0.3807, cf. Table 2). This is surprising: given that
we are interested in convergence, one would expect a positive
correlation between prec.rate and AR – if the preceding rate
is high, convergence would require a high rate, and vice versa;
this tendency should manifest itself in a positive coefficient for
prec.rate. This is obviously not the case. However, it is not
only that there was no general effect of convergence, in which
case we would have obtained a coefficient of around zero, or no
significant effect at all. To the contrary, the negative coefficient
for prec.rate means that the “default” behavior of our subjects
was divergence rather than convergence, i.e. in general, subjects
responded to high articulation rates by lower articulation rates,
and vice versa.
The most interesting outcome of fitting the model is the interaction in the last line of Table 2. The interaction between
liking and prec.rate has a positive coefficient, i.e. in addition to
the negative contribution of prec.rate discussed above, prec.rate
also has a positive influence on artrate. To make the interpretation clearer, we take the model Equation (2) above, and fill in
the coefficients. Since the random effects are not relevant for
the interpretation, we ignore them here and obtain Equation (3).
For readability we have rounded the estimated coefficients to
the second decimal, and shortened the effect names: L is short
for liking, and P stands for prec.rate. We then transform the
term to understand the effect of prec.rate by factoring out P according to the distributive law in the second line:

artrate ≈ 8.15 - 0.30*L - 0.38*P+ 0.05*(L*P)
= 8.15 - 0.30*L + (0.05*L - 0.38)*P

(3)

It can then be easily seen that the negative effect of P,
or prec.rate, may be cancelled out or reversed by high liking
scores: when 0.05*L is greater than 0.38, the effect of P becomes positive. This would be the case for our highest liking score, which was 8. For lower scores, the effect of P is
still negative, but what is important is that the negative effect is
weakened with increasing liking. This shows that the influence
of partner’s preceding rates becomes stronger for higher liking
scores, or, in other words, that there was more convergence for
higher liking scores.
3.2. Dynamic effects
Several recent studies on convergence (e.g. [11, 12, 9]) assess
convergence by comparing utterances early in an interaction to
utterances late in the interaction. This suggests that convergence is a dynamic process which increases in the course of
the interaction, and we would expect an interaction between
prec.rate and time, possibly mediated by liking. To assess this
aspect, we had first fitted a model including interactions between time and prec.rate as well as between time and liking.
However, none of the interactions with time reached significance, and neither did time as a main effect. Similarly, a threeway interaction between all three effects did not improve the fit
of the model, neither did taking out the unwarranted interactions
but keeping time as a fixed effect. We will not go into the details
of these first three models. It suffices to say that we could not
confirm a dynamic aspect of convergence in ARs, as this should
have given rise to an interaction involving time and prec.rate.
All other effects observed in these models were consistent with
the effects observed in Section 3.1.

Parameter
Intercept
liking
prec.rate
modality
liking:prec.rate
liking:modality

Estimate
7.9998
-0.2912
-0.3970
0.5345
0.0504
-0.0707

lower
7.0501
-0.4249
-0.5351
0.2082
0.0257
-0.1233

upper
8.9373
-0.1368
-0.2288
0.8885
0.0736
-0.0202

p
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0023
0.0000
0.0079

Table 3: Estimated Highest Posterior Density (HPD) intervals
for the fixed effects, now including modality. The columns indicate the fixed effects parameters, their estimates, the lower and
upper bounds for the HPD 95% intervals, and p-values.

3.3. Effects of modality
As mentioned in Section 2, we had a unimodal (UM) and a multimodal (MM) condition. It has been claimed [25] that visual
information enhances convergence (as measured by increased
similarity in word pronunciation) in interactive tasks. Similarly, in first analyses we have found different behavior of our
interactants in the UM vs. the MM condition when investigating
backchannel frequency. To assess the effect of session modality, we fit another model including modality as a fixed factor. In
this model, we did not use dialog as a random effect because its
effect had been very small in the first model.3 This model then
included modality as a fixed main effect, as well as its interactions with prec.rate and with liking. Given [25]’s claim, we
expected a positive value for the interaction of prec.rate with
modality: if there is more convergence in MM dialogs, the effect
of prec.rate should depend on modality. Interestingly, while the
estimates for the effects of the earlier model remained relatively
unchanged, neither modality as main effect nor its interaction
with prec.rate reached significance. Since the two were also
strongly correlated, we removed the interaction of prec.rate and
modality from the model. The HPD intervals for the fixed effects of the resulting model are indicated in Table 3.
Comparing Table 3 to the previous results in Table 2, we
see that the estimates and p-values for the fixed effects are still
approximately the same. In the new model, modality has a significant effect. As modality was coded as 0 in UM, and as 1 in
MM, this means that AR is affected by 0*0.5345 in UM, and
by 1*0.5345 in the MM condition, i.e., ARs are approx. 0.5 syllables per second higher in the MM condition than in the UM
condition. However, this time the interaction with liking exhibits a negative estimate of approx. -0.07 indicating that this
effect is somewhat weakened with higher liking scores. This
is in line with the negative value for liking as a main effect,
which indicated that in general, liking lowered the AR. To summarize, we did not find an effect of modality on the degree of
convergence, as posited by [25]. However, there was an effect
of modality in that ARs were higher in the MM condition, but
less so if speakers liked their conversation partner more.

4. Discussion & Outlook
In our perspective, convergence and divergence are not two extremes on a scale. Rather, on a continuum ranging from dissimilar speech styles to similar speech styles, we interpret a sig3 Indeed, refitting the previous model without dialog as a random
factor did not change the general outcome, it just yielded slightly different estimates for the fixed effects, but no difference in the significance
of these effects.

nificant adjustment from left to right along this continuum as a
convergence effect, and an adjustment from right to left as a divergence effect. In this paper, we have suggested that similarity
of AR can be captured in the contribution of partners’ preceding
ARs when predicting speakers’ current ARs. High similarity
would entail positive coefficients for preceding ARs, and low
similarity negative coefficients. An increase in the coefficients
indicates convergence, a decrease indicates divergence.
Summarizing and interpreting the analyses presented above
in this way, we fitted six linear mixed models. With regard
to whether convergence in general occurred in our dialogs, all
models yielded a negative estimate for prec.rate as a main effect without its interaction with liking, which indicates that the
general tendency in the dialogs was to diverge, and not to converge. This is a surprising finding, which we would like to investigate further in the future. However, besides this negative
main effect, all models also showed a highly significant positive effect of the interaction between prec.rate and liking. Thus,
convergence effects on AR in this study could be observed when
controlling for confounding factors such as mutual liking. This
could explain the inconclusive findings of recent studies on AR
([5, 8], cf. Section 1), as they did not take into account social
factors. As for the early studies on convergence in AR mentioned above, [16] investigated conversations between students
and business persons of their choice, which probably entails that
most interactants liked each other. The other early study mentioned above [13] used an automated interview technique: students were interviewed using prerecorded questions in which
the interviewer’s AR was identical across all questions in each
interview. This extreme invariance in the interviewer’s ARs
may have given rise to more consistent effects on interviewee’s
ARs than can be observed in natural interactions, making the
ususally subtle effects more detectable.
Concerning the dynamic aspect of convergence, we could
not find a significant effect of time on the ARs of long turns,
neither in interactions, which would have indicated that the effects of other factors change in the course of the dialog, nor
as a main effect, which would have indicated that the ARs in
general change in the course of the dialog. This could be due to
the accommodation happening already very early in the dialogs,
before the first long turns occur. In this case, more fine-grained
phonetic parameters might capture the effect. Also, it is possible that the effect is not linear and can thus not be adequately
captured in a linear model. We hope that future work will shed
more light on this issue.
Finally, while our last two models confirm that modality
does have an effect on the AR in general, it does not influence the degree of convergence, as suggested by [25]. There
was no significant interaction of modality with prec.rate, which
would have shown that the degree of convergence is affected by
modality. However, it is interesting to note that speakers spoke
faster in the MM condition, a finding that one might attribute to
more lively conversations when partners were positioned faceto-face. Future work investigating other prosodic parameters
such as pitch range or pitch accent frequency may help to answer this question.
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